
Summer 2018 

YEAR 3 
Topic: Invasion! The Romans in Britain  

TOPIC 
Art 

Making mosaics. 

Observation and shading objects when drawing 

Geography 

Mapping the Roman Empire. Naming and identify-

ing cities and countries within the UK. Using grid 

references and compass points. Comparing locations 

and opinions about places studied, 

History 

The Roman Empire and its impact in Britain. 

Timelines and sequencing 

Homes 

Daily life, including jobs, food, clothes, games, lei-

sure and entertainment 

The Roman Army 

Technology. 

Designing and making Roman shields and helmets 

SCIENCE 
In Movement and Feeding, pupils will study the differ-
ent parts of our bodies, including bones, muscles and 
organs. They will consider nutrition in humans and 
animals. 
 

In Light and Shadow, pupils will understand that we 
need light in order to see. They will experiment with the 
use of light and define how a shadow is created. They 
will also develop their ‘working scientifically’ skills. 

VALUES 
April—Happiness   June—Understanding 
 
May—Appreciation  July—Unity 

VISITS AND IMPORTANT DATES 
19th June—Romans workshop in School Hall  

29th June—Whole School Trip  

 

PE 
Games and movement  

MISSION: To provide a caring, respectful, tolerant environment in which all individuals are enabled to fulfil their full potential through       
a creative and enjoyable curriculum. 

MATHS 
This term in Maths we will be continuing to develop our written  
methods for addition, subtraction, division and multiplication. 
We will be applying these skills to problems and reasoning with 
the knowledge and skills. Additionally, we will be developing our 
understanding of telling the time, using fractions and scaling 
problems in multiplication and division.  

ENGLISH 
Story writing: the founding of Rome through the myth of Romulus 
and Remus; writing speech using inverted commas; sentence work on 
using embedded clauses; spelling homophones; non-fiction writing 
(reports and leaflets); writing poetry and identifying simple poetic 
devices (metaphor / alliteration / figurative language / onomato-
poeia , personification).  

RE 
This term we will focus on two major themes - ‘Being 
honest and truthful’ and ‘’Being silent and attentive’.  

COMPUTING  
Investigating simulators and their uses 
Coding using simple algorithms 


